
The  Psychology  of  Prisoner
Abuse
Those Awful Pictures

Do  you  remember  how  you  felt  as  the  Iraq  prisoner  abuse
scandal began to unfold in spring 2004? Maybe you saw the
disturbing  pictures  when  they  were  first  aired  on  CBS
television’s 60 Minutes II. Soon they were transmitted around
the globe. They greeted you on the front page of your morning
newspaper and on the evening news. The stream seemed endless.

You  saw  naked  Iraqi  prisoners  in  various  stages  of
humiliation: hooded, naked men stacked in a pyramid; others
lying on the floor or secured to a bed; one in a smock
standing  on  a  box  with  his  arms  outstretched  and  wires
attached  to  him.  In  some  of  the  photos,  male  and  female
American  soldiers  grinned  and  pointed.  In  one  picture,  a
female soldier stood holding a leash around the neck of a
naked male prisoner. In others, soldiers grinned over what
appeared to be a corpse packed in ice.

What feelings did you experience? Shock? Anger? Rage? Disgust?
Maybe you felt embarrassed or ashamed. “How could they do such
degrading  things  to  other  human  beings?”  you  might  have
wondered.  Perhaps  you  feared  how  the  growing  storm  might
affect the life of your friend or family member serving in
Iraq.  Or  wrestled  with  how  to  explain  the  abuse  to  your
children.

Finger pointing began almost as soon as the story broke. High-
ranking military and government officials announced that these
were aberrations carried out by a few unprincipled prison
guards.  Accused  military  police  claimed  they  were  merely
following orders of military intelligence officials to soften
prisoners up for interrogation. Others insisted soldiers had a
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moral obligation to disobey orders to do wrong. The accused
countered that the harsh techniques were in place before they
arrived for duty at the prison. Ethical arguments surfaced
that the war on terror demanded tough methods to help prevent
another 9/11.

What factors prompt people to abuse others in such degrading
ways? What goes on inside the minds of the abusers? Are there
special  social  forces  at  work?  While  this  article  won’t
attempt to analyze specific cases in the Iraq prison scandal,
it will consider some fascinating psychological experiments
that reveal clues to the roots of such behavior. The results -
–  and  their  implications  -–  may  disturb  you.  A  biblical
perspective will also offer some insight.

The Stanford Prison Experiment

CBS News correspondent Andy Rooney said the Iraq prisoner
abuse is “a black mark that will be in the history books in a
hundred languages for as long as there are history books.”{1}

Stanford  University  psychologist  Philip  Zimbardo  was  not
surprised by the Abu Ghraib prison abuse. He had observed
similar behavior in his famous 1971 experiment involving a
mock  prison  in  the  basement  of  the  Stanford  psychology
building.{2}  The  experiment  showed  that  otherwise  normal
people can behave in surprisingly outrageous ways.

Zimbardo and his colleagues selected twenty-four young men
considered  from  interviews  and  psychological  tests  to  be
normal and healthy. Volunteers were randomly assigned to be
either “prisoners” or “guards.” Guards wore uniforms and were
told  to  maintain  control  of  the  prison  and  not  to  use
violence.

On  the  second  day,  prisoners  rebelled,  asserting  their
independence  with  barricades,  taunting  and  cursing.  Guards
suppressed the rebellion. Zimbardo reports that the guards



then “steadily increased their coercive aggression tactics,
humiliation and dehumanization of the prisoners.”{3} He says
the  worst  abuse  came  at  night  when  guards  thought  no
psychology staff were observing.{4} Zimbardo remembers that
the guards “began to use the prisoners as playthings for their
amusement…. They would get them to simulate sodomy. They also
stripped prisoners naked for various offenses and put them in
solitary  for  excessive  periods.”{5}  They  dressed  them  in
smocks, chained them together at the ankles, blindfolded them
with paper bags on their heads, and herded them along in a
group.{6} Sound familiar?

It was Berkeley professor Christina Maslach, Zimbardo’s then
romantic interest whom he later married, who jolted him back
to reality. On Day Five, she entered the prison to preview the
experiment in preparation for some subject interviews she had
agreed to conduct the next day. Shocked by what she saw, she
challenged Zimbardo’s ethics later that evening – screaming
and  yelling  in  quite  a  fight,  she  recalls.  That  night,
Zimbardo decided to halt the experiment.{7}

Zimbardo feels that prisons are ripe for abuse without firm
measures to check guards’ lower impulses.{8} He recommends
“clear rules, a staff that is well trained in those rules and
tight management that includes punishment for violations.”{9}

An old Jewish proverb says, “Like a roaring lion or a charging
bear  is  a  wicked  man  ruling  over  a  helpless  people.”{10}
Unfettered prison officials -– or most anyone -– can yield to
their baser natures when tempted by power inequalities.

The Perils of Obedience

What about those who say they were only obeying authority? How
far will people go to inflict harm under orders? In the 1960s,
Yale  psychologist  Stanley  Milgram  conducted  classic
experiments  on  obedience.{11}  (Ironically,  Milgram  and
Stanford  psychologist  Philip  Zimbardo  were  high  school



classmates.{12})

At Yale, Milgram set up a series of experiments “to test how
much pain an ordinary citizen would inflict on another person
simply  because  he  was  ordered  to  by  an  experimental
scientist.” He writes, “Stark authority was pitted against the
subjects’ strongest moral imperatives against hurting others,
and, with the subjects’ ears ringing with the screams of the
victims, authority won more often than not.”{13}

Milgram’s basic design involved a volunteer “teacher” and a
“learner.” The learner was actually an actor who was in on the
deception. The learner was strapped to “a kind of miniature
electric chair” with an electrode on his wrist. The teacher
sat  before  an  impressive-looking  “shock  generator  ”  with
switches indicating voltages from 15-450 volts.{14}

The  teacher  asked  test  questions  of  the  learner  and  was
instructed to administer increasingly large shocks for each
incorrect answer. (You say you’ve known some teachers like
that?) The machine here was a fake –- no learner received
shocks -– but the teacher thought it was real.

In the initial experiment, over 60 percent of teachers obeyed
the experimenter’s orders to the end and punished the victim
with the maximum 450 volts. Milgram found similarly disturbing
levels of obedience across various socioeconomic levels. His
conclusions after hundreds of experiments were chilling:

…Ordinary people, simply doing their jobs, and without any
particular hostility on their part, can become agents in a
terrible  destructive  process.  Moreover,  even  when  the
destructive effects of their work become patently clear, and
they  are  asked  to  carry  out  actions  incompatible  with
fundamental standards of morality, relatively few people have
the resources needed to resist authority.{15}

Why did they obey? Milgram offers several possibilities. Fears



of appearing rude, desires to please an authority, aspirations
to do one’s best, and lack of direct accountability can all
cloud judgment. But could there be something deeper, something
in  human  nature  that  influences  abuse?  A  famous  novel
illustrates how the dark side of human nature can affect group
behavior.

Lord of the Flies

Prisoner abuse shows what can happen when power inequalities
and inappropriate devotion to authority distort one’s moral
compass. Nobel laureate William Golding’s short novel, Lord of
the  Flies,{16}  illustrates  through  a  fictional  story  how
similar flaws can manifest in society. A film version of the
book  helped  inspire  the  popular  television  series
Survivor.{17}

Lord of the Flies opens on a remote, uninhabited island on
which  some  British  schoolboys,  ages  six  to  twelve,  find
themselves after an airplane crash. An atomic war has begun,
and apparently the plane was evacuating the boys when it was
shot down. The island has fresh water, fruit, and other food.
The setting seems idyllic. Best of all, the boys discover,
there are no grownups (the plane and its crew presumably have
washed into the sea).

Four central characters soon emerge. Ralph is elected leader.
Piggy, an overweight asthmatic and champion of reason, becomes
Ralph’s friend. Simon is a quiet lad with keen discernment.
Jack becomes a hunter.

At first, the boys get along without much conflict. Soon,
though, fears envelop them, and they debate whether an evil
beast might inhabit the island. Jack and his followers kill a
wild pig and, in frenzied blood lust, dance to chants of “Kill
the  pig!  Cut  her  throat!  Bash  her  in!“{18}  When  Ralph
criticizes Jack for breaking some tribal rules, Jack replies,
“Who cares?” His hunting prowess will rule.{19}



One  night,  some  boys  see  a  dead  parachutist,  which  they
mistake for the “evil beast” and flee. Jack posts a pig’s head
onto a stick in the ground as a gift for the beast. The
decaying, fly- covered pig’s head soon becomes for Simon the
“Lord of the Flies,” a sort of personification of evil.{20}
Later, Simon discovers that the feared “beast” is only a human
corpse.  Running  to  tell  the  group  this  good  news,  he
encounters  their  mock  pig-killing  ritual.  The  crazed  boys
attack Simon and kill him. Nearly all the boys follow Jack
and, acting like savages with painted bodies and spears, kill
Piggy and hunt down Ralph. Only the surprise appearance of a
British naval officer, drawn by the smoke from a fire, halts
the mad pursuit. Ralph and the boys dissolve in tears. Ralph
weeps,  as  Golding  writes,  “for  the  end  of  innocence,  the
darkness of man’s heart….”{21}

Lord of the Flies is filled with symbolism, both biblical and
from Greek tragedy. But Golding’s stated purpose was “to trace
the  defects  of  society  back  to  the  defects  of  human
nature.”{22} Could his point that darkness lurks in the human
heart help explain the prisoner abuse?

Animal House Meets Lord of the Flies

Prisoner abuse is a sad reality in the U.S. and abroad.{23}
The Iraq prisoner abuse scandal smacks of fraternity hazing on
steroids, Animal House meets Lord of the Flies. Consider from
this  sad  episode  some  lessons  for  both  prison  reform  and
society in general:

Establish clear rules for prison staff; train them well
and punish them for violations, as Stanford psychologist
Philip Zimbardo recommends.
Educate  against  blind  conformity.  Some  of  Milgram’s
experimental  subjects  found  the  strength  to  resist
abusive  authority.{24}  Some  psychologists  feel  that
strong moral values and experience with conformity can



strengthen moral courage.{25}
Involve external observers and critics. Often outsiders,
not emotionally swept up in a project or event, can
through their psychological distance more clearly assess
ethical issues. For example, Christina Maslach, Philip
Zimbardo’s  friend  and  colleague  who  challenged  the
ethics  of  his  prison  experiment,  credits  her  late
arrival on the scene with facilitating her concern. The
experimenters who had planned and had been conducting
the experiment for five days were less likely to be
startled  by  the  developing  misconduct,  she
maintained.{26}
Realistically appraise human nature’s dark side. Again,
Golding said Lord of the Flies was “an attempt to trace
the defects of society back to the defects of human
nature.”{27} Jesus of Nazareth was, of course, quite
clear on this point. He said, “From within, out of a
person’s heart, come evil thoughts, sexual immorality,
theft,  murder,adultery,  greed,  wickedness,  deceit,
eagerness for lustful pleasure, envy, slander, pride,
and  foolishness.  All  these  vile  things  come  from
within….”{28}

Some dismiss as simplistic any analyses of human suffering
that begin with alleged defects in human nature. They would
rather  focus  on  changing  social  structures  and  political
systems.  While  many  structures  and  political  systems  need
changing, may I suggest that a careful analysis of the human
heart is not simplistic? Rather it is fundamental.

Perhaps  that’s  why  Paul,  a  leader  who  agreed  with  Jesus’
assessment of human nature,{29} focused on changing hearts.
Paul was a former persecutor of Jesus’ followers who zealously
imprisoned  them{30}  but  later  joined  them  and  became  a
prisoner himself.{31} Paul eventually claimed that when people
place  their  faith  in  Jesus  as  he  had,  they  “become  new
persons. They are not the same anymore, for the old life is



gone. A new life has begun!”{32} Could this diagnosis and
prescription  have  something  to  say  to  us  amidst  today’s
prisoner abuse scandals?
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Six  Months  in  Paris  that
Changed the World
Decisions have consequences. Our own lives and world history
confirm that. The 1919 post-World War 1 Paris Peace Conference
made decisions that echo in today’s headlines. Fascinating
stories about Iraq, Israel, Palestine and China prompt us to
consider the impact of our own daily choices.

 This article is also available in Spanish.

Carving Up the World
Think about the really important decisions you have made in
your  life:  choices  concerning  your  education,  vocation,
spouse, or friends; your spiritual beliefs and commitments.
Are you happy with the outcomes? Have you made any bad choices
in life that still haunt you?

Choices have consequences and how we make decisions can be
critical. In this article, we’ll look back more than eighty
years ago at a fascinating gathering of world leaders who made
significant decisions that touch our lives today.

In 1919, leaders from around the globe gathered in Paris to
decide how to divide up the earth after the end of World War
1. Presidents and prime ministers debated, argued, dined, and
attended the theater together as they created new nations and
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carved up old ones. Margaret MacMillan, an Oxford Ph.D. and
University  of  Toronto  history  professor,  tells  their
captivating  story  in  her  critically  acclaimed  bestseller,
Paris 1919: Six Months that Changed the World.{1} The Sunday
Times of London says, “Most of the problems treated in this
book are still with us today indeed, some of the most horrific
things that have been taking place in Europe and the Middle
East in the past decade stem directly from decisions made in
Paris in 1919.”{2}

The cast of characters in this drama was diverse. The Big
Three  were  leaders  of  the  principal  Allied  nations:  U.S.
president Woodrow Wilson and the prime ministers of France and
England, Georges Clemenceau and David Lloyd George. Joining
them  was  a  vast  array  of  “statesmen,  diplomats,  bankers,
soldiers, professors, economists and lawyers . . . from all
corners of the world.” Media reporters, businesspersons and
spokespersons for a multitude of causes showed up.{3}

Lawrence of Arabia was there, the mysterious English scholar
and  soldier  wrapped  in  Arab  robes  and  promoting  the  Arab
cause.{4} Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Winston Churchill, not
yet leaders of their governments, played supporting roles. A
young Asian man who worked in the kitchen at the Paris Ritz
asked the peacemakers to grant independence from France for
his tiny nation. Ho Chi Minh — and Vietnam — got no reply.{5}

This article highlights three of the many decisions from the
1919 Paris Peace Conference that still influence headlines
today.  They  concern  Iraq,  Israel,  and  China.  Fasten  your
seatbelt for a ride into the past and then “Back to the
Future.” First, consider the birth of Iraq.

Creating Iraq
During the first six months of 1919, U.S. president Woodrow
Wilson  along  with  French  and  British  prime  ministers
Clemenceau and Lloyd George considered exhausting appeals for



land and power from people around the globe. At times, they
found themselves crawling across a large map spread out on the
floor  to  investigate  and  determine  boundaries.{6}  The
challenges were immense. Clemenceau told a colleague, “It is
much easier to make war than peace.”{7}

Eminent  British  historian  Arnold  Toynbee,  who  advised  the
British delegation in Paris, told of delivering some papers to
his prime minister one day. To Toynbee’s delight, Lloyd George
forgot  Toynbee  was  present  and  began  to  think  out  loud.
“Mesopotamia,” mused Lloyd George, “. . . yes . . . oil . . .
irrigation . . . we must have Mesopotamia.”{8}

“Mesopotamia” referred to three Middle Eastern provinces that
had been part of the collapsed Ottoman empire: Mosul in the
north, Basra in the south, and Baghdad in the middle. (Is this
beginning to sound familiar?) Oil was a major concern. For a
while back then, no one was sure if Mesopotamia had much oil.
Clues emerged when the ground around Baghdad seeped pools of
black sludge.{9}

Mesopotamia’s  British  governor  argued  that  the  British,
largely for strategic security reasons, should control Mosul,
Basra, and Baghdad as a single administrative unit. But the
three provinces had little in common. MacMillan notes, “In
1919 there was no Iraqi people; history, religion, geography
pulled the people apart, not together.”{10} Kurds and Persians
chafed under Arabs. Shia Muslims resented Sunni Muslims.{11}
(Now is this sounding familiar?)

Eventually geopolitical realities prompted a deal. In 1920,
the Brits claimed a mandate for Mesopotamia and the French one
for Syria. Rebellion broke out in Mesopotamia. Rebels cut
train lines, attacked towns and murdered British officers. In
1921, England agreed to a king for Mesopotamia. Iraq was born.
In 1932, it became independent.{12} Today . . . well, read
your morning paper. Decisions have consequences.



Creating A Jewish Homeland
Another major decision made at the Paris Peace Conference
affected the Jewish world and, eventually, the entire Middle
East.

In  February  1919,  a  British  chemist  appeared  before  the
peacemakers to argue that Jews of the world needed a safe
place to live. Jews were trying to leave Russia and Austria by
the millions. Where could they go? Chaim Weizmann and his
Zionist  colleagues  thought  they  had  the  perfect  answer:
Palestine.{13}

Zionism had a powerful ally in British foreign secretary,
Arthur  Balfour.  Balfour  was  a  wealthy  politician  with  a
strange habit of staying in bed all morning. “If you wanted
nothing  done,”  reflected  Winston  Churchill,  Balfour  “was
undoubtedly the best man for the task.”{14} Son of a deeply
religious  mother,  he  was  fascinated  with  the  Jews  and
Weizmann’s  vision.{15}

Prime Minister Lloyd George was another fan. Raised with the
Bible, he claimed to have learned more Jewish history than
English history. During the war, Weizmann, the Jewish chemist,
provided without charge his process for making acetone, which
the  British  desperately  needed  for  making  explosives.  In
return, Lloyd George offered Weizmann support for Zionism.
Lloyd George later hailed that offer as the origin of the
declaration supporting a Jewish homeland. The French posed an
alternate theory: Lloyd George’s mistress was married to a
well-known Jewish businessman.{16}

In  October  1917,  the  British  issued  the  famous  Balfour
Declaration, pledging to help establish a Jewish homeland in
Palestine. In 1919, Weizmann and other Zionist leaders made
their pitch to the Paris peacemakers. But there was a problem.
The Brits had made conflicting promises. During the war, they
had supported a Jewish homeland in Palestine. They had also



encouraged the Arabs to revolt against Ottoman rule, promising
them independence over land that included Palestine.{17}

President Wilson, the son of a Presbyterian minister, was
sympathetic  to  Zionism.  “To  think,”  he  told  a  prominent
American rabbi, “that I the son of the manse should be able to
help  restore  the  Holy  Land  to  its  people.”{18}  But  the
peacemakers  postponed  a  decision.  In  1920,  at  a  separate
conference, the British got the Palestinian mandate (a form of
trusteeship) to carry out the Balfour Declaration. Palestinian
Arabs were already rioting against the Jews.{19} And today?
Well, check your radio news.

Decisions have consequences. Next, how Paris 1919 influenced
the great Asian dragon.

China Betrayed
U.S. president Woodrow Wilson once described a negotiating
technique he used on an associate. “When you have hooked him,”
explained  Wilson,  “first  you  draw  in  a  little,  then  give
liberty to the line, then draw him back, finally wear him out,
break him down, and land him.”{20}

A  Chinese-Japanese  conflict  would  challenge  Wilson’s
negotiating skills.{21} The Chinese had joined the Allies and
hoped  for  fair  treatment  in  Paris.  Many  Chinese  admired
Western democracy and Wilson’s idealistic vision.

Shantung was a strategic peninsula below Beijing. Confucius,
the great philosopher, was born there. His ideas permeated
Chinese society. Shantung had thirty million people, cheap
labor, plentiful minerals and a natural harbor. Shantung silk
is still fashionable today. In the late 1890s, Germany seized
Shantung. In 1914, Japan took it from the Germans.{22}

In Paris, Japan wanted Shantung. Japan sported a collection of
secret agreements that remind one of a Survivor TV series.
China placed hope in Wilson’s famous Fourteen Points, which



rejected secret treaties and included self-determination.{23}

The Chinese ambassador to Washington called Shantung “a Holy
Land for the Chinese” and said that under foreign control it
would be a “dagger pointed at the heart of China.”{24} Wilson
seemed sympathetic at first, but the decision on Shantung had
to wait until late April as the Allies finalized the German
treaty. By then, an avalanche of decisions was overwhelming
the peacemakers. When the Japanese forced their hand, Wilson,
Clemenceau and Lloyd George conceded Shantung to Japan in
exchange for Japan’s concession on another significant treaty
matter.{25}

Chinese blamed Wilson for betraying them. On May 4, thousands
of demonstrators rallied in Tiananmen Square. The dean of
humanities from Beijing University distributed leaflets. May 4
marked  the  rejection  of  the  West  by  many  Chinese
intellectuals.  New  Russian  communism  looked  attractive  to
some. In 1921, radicals founded the Chinese Communist Party.
That dean of humanities who had distributed leaflets became
its  first  chairman,  Mao  Tse-tung.  His  party  won  power  in
1949{26}  and  today  .  .  .  have  you  listened  to  the  news
recently?

Iraq, Israel, Palestine, China . . . Paris 1919 influenced
them all. What does all this mean for us?

Decisions, Consequences, and You
As they departed Paris in 1919 after the signing of the Treaty
of Versailles, Woodrow Wilson told his wife, “It is finished,
and, as no one is satisfied, it makes me hope we have made a
just peace; but it is all in the lap of the gods.”{27}

As the journalists and delegations left Paris, the hotels that
had become headquarters for the conventioneers reopened for
regular  business.  Prostitutes  groused  that  business
dipped.{28}



The big three peacemakers did not last much longer in power.
Lloyd George was forced to resign as prime minister in 1922.
Clemenceau ran for president in late 1919, but withdrew in
anger when he discovered he would face opposition. Wilson
faced great resistance in the U.S. Senate which never ratified
the Treaty of Versailles. In October 1919, a massive stroke
left him bedridden and debilitated. In December, he learned he
had won the Nobel Peace Prize.{29}

Iraq, a nation patched together in Paris and its aftermath,
still  boils  with  religious,  ethnic,  and  cultural  dissent.
Israelis and Palestinians still clash. China still distrusts
the West. Certainly many decisions in intervening years have
affected these hotspots, but seeds of conflict were sown in
Paris.

What is a biblical perspective on Paris 1919? I don’t claim to
know which peacemakers may or may not have been following God
in their particular choices, but consider three lessons that
are both simple and profound:

First: God’s sovereignty ultimately trumps human activity. God
“raises up nations, and he destroys them.”{30} He also “causes
all  things  to  work  together  for  good  to  those  who  love”
Him.{31} History’s end has not yet transpired. Once it has, we
shall see His divine hand more clearly.

Second: Decisions have consequences. “You will always reap
what you sow!” Paul exclaimed.{32} This applies to nations and
individuals. We all face decisions about what foods to eat,
careers to pursue and life partners to select, about whether
to become friends with God and to follow Him. Our choices
influence this life and the next. Our decisions can affect
others and produce unforeseen consequences. So . . .

Third: We should seek to make wise decisions. Solomon, a very
wise king, wrote, “Trust in the Lord with all your heart; do
not depend on your own understanding. Seek his will in all you



do, and he will direct your paths.”{33}

Decisions have consequences. Are you facing any decisions that
you need to place in God’s hands?
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